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The Hon.-Mr. Justice M.D." Kirby

Chat"rroan of the Australian Law Reform Commission

In most parts of Australia a communication by a person- to a doctor is not

generally protected from disclosure to a court of law. Exceptions to this general rule exist

unde~ the Ev.idence ActS of Victoria, Tasmania and the Northern Territory.l But even in

th'ose jU~isdictionsJ medical corifidences must be disclosed to criminal courts. In addition,

the privii~'e does "not apply in civil proceedIngs where, the sanity of the patient is in issue.

All courts ~~~k<'to av~id-invasions ·of confidential-communicatfons. But in point of law, the

protection .of the patient's medical confidences in Australia rests on shaky ground. It is

not so in the United Sta~es, Where most of the States provide a legally enforceable

protection against non-consensual disclosure, even to a court, of a patient1s intimate

health details. IIi. Austr"~.ri'~, if they are relevant to the issues before a court, a doctor

must, if so ordered, disclose his patient's confidences whether the patient or doctor, wants

it or not.

This state of the law is now under fresh scrutiny. The Federal Attorney-General

has asked the Australian Law Reform Commission to report upon the law of evi~ence to

be observed iil Federal courts in Australia. Until now, generally, those courts have. applied

the laws of the States in which 'they hal?pen to be sitting. The search is'now,ori ..f<?r~ew

rules 'or' evidence that will govern Federal court proceedings. If the United States is any

guide, the resUlt of the inquiry may influence reform in State as well as Federal cQurts.

Many issues' are raised that will be of interest to doctors who' give evidence in courts. The

manner in 'Which expert testimony is received, tested and evaluated is an obvious example.
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A number of recent events have -added an element of urgency to one su~topic

of the Law Reform Commission's inquiry, viz. the ·scope of professional privilege. These

events include the search and seizure of client and patient files in legal and medical

practices, a newphenomenon"'.Of·'negative search' t>Y which ,the records of innocent parties

are s·crutinised to exclude their involvement in ~leged c~iminB1 d~alings2, and the

publication of a comprehensive study of 'the law and medical confidentiality' by the James

McGrath Foundation Institute. of Law. and Medicine'in Sydney. 3

FOR MEDICAL PRIVILEGE

The argument for the extension to patients of a privilege akin to that enjoyed

by lawyers' -clients are based in pat:t·oJ.1 matters of principle a!1d.ethi~:and in P!1rt.on the

practical consideration of maximising the e.ffectiveness of the doctor/pa.tient ~elationship:

The: ethical obligation pC- doctor confidentiality .~s.an~ient! It dates ba<?k ~t least to. , .. ' .....,
the Hippocratic Oath. Patients :give ·their confidences. to doctors upon a reasonable

.' ". - ,. ': 'c, ".':";_

expectation that they will be prptected by the law. 'fhey.doso at a timewhen.the¥

are vulnerable and highly dependent on.qoctors· for help. P.erraps they, give lit~l~~,...
thought then to possible later· use in courtrooms•.Certainly their overwJ1eJ.ming.

concern is to get treatment and help•
....

~';r

,;.'"

Other ·--relationships are currently protected B;nd.will not be interfered ~ith by_

courts, except in the most extreme cases. The relationship of a client and ·hi~

lawyer or of an informer and the police are no more needing of protection by

society than the.relationship of a patient and his doctor.

Unless· persons SUffering from illness. can. approach doctors. ~ith a l~Wf.~~y

supported right to privacy and confidentiality, they may withhold informatio:n .or.

even refrain from seeking treatment. The effective ·medical treatment of t~:

. public is at least as important as the due administration of justic~. It should ~~

given equal treatment and protection against non-consensual disclosure to c,ourts.

Some medical data contains specially sensitive and intimate details, the disclosure

of which would positively harm either the SUbject's medical treatment or his

reputation in society.
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ARGUMENTS AGAINST A NEW MEDICAL PRNILEGE

On the other hand, opponents of the grant of a special legal protection for

medical confidences have listed a number of considerations which must be weighed by the

Law Reform Commission in reaching its ,conclusions on this issue:

Courts should generally have access to all relevant facts which will help it to

achieve a just resolution of the issues before them. The exceptions which prevent a

court thoroughly investigating a relevant issue may reduce its capacity to ascertain

the truth and thereby hinder the courts in one of their primary tasks.

The categories of absolutc_ privileg~ ar.e few and exist for very long established

reasons of public policy. Polic~ informers secure privilege because discl.osure of

their identity could destr~y this source of information and even sometimes

endanger the lif~. of the informer. Cli~nts of lawyers secure it so that the very

busine;ss of advers~ry litigation may be done. It is claimed, however, that the
" . ',-' . . -

categories of p'rivilege ~ho"ul<! not be extended for they impede courts doing the

essential task of resolving dis,putes in society. ~f Courts cannot do this successfully,

social tranquility is tlireate~ed and this has a significa~ce beyon9 the ,particular

conc.erns of individu-al doctors and p'atients. This view has had the result that the

claims by journalists to a privilege agair:rst dIsclosing so.urces have recently been

reject~d'bY the Supreme Court of the United States, the House of Lords an~ recent

la,w reform reports.

A~re~dy, it is claimed, there are too many impediments in t~e w~y of courts

get~ng. ~t the truth of matters. Extension of anoth~r impediment by wa,y of_,

privilege ~or doctors would lead on to claims by dentists, hospitals and other .he~th

provi'ders. It would not finish. there. The~e would I:>e claims by others. "f_~9 r~·"~e!.v~
information in confidence: bankers, insurers, accountants. ~his, PO~?,)·~t4tin_,a

socie~y in which courts were depriv~d of an important range of critically relevant

evidence. In justifying privilege .for doctors, it is necessary to .distinguish others

who receive information in confidence. Yet if they cannot b~, tr~ated differently,

we will be left with a system which results in court~ decidi"ng cas~ o~ part ~nly of

the relevant factual base. That would be bad for society whichSh?Wd no~ have to

depend on whether a party consent~ ,to relevan_t evidenc~ going befo~e.t~e court.
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Finally, critics 'of the claim for ·medtcBJ. priVii~ge".point out that altlioughi(1s",

8vailabfe in some states of Australia, it is not available in others. Yet there is'no
evidence toot"· the lack of an enforceabl"e med-i'~FpI'IVilege agait1st non-cons~nsual

discloSure his diminished the- capacity of .doctors in 'some' jurisdictions of AustrBJra
to receive precisely the same information lis' th'eir counterpar'ts in those'
jurisdictions where the priVilege exists.

NEED FOR DATA

How do we resolve the conflict between these 'competing cfaims, c'aCh of which

has merit? Some would simply extend to the -tnedic81 sphere the privilege enjoyed in the

legal. Others. would co~fer - so, broaddiscretioh to" weIgh the - claitn for' medical
confid~niiatfty ~agairis:t :the"-cl~im for '8 trial on all r~evani facts. -EffortS at the p'ederal

level in Canada and "the United States to 'exPand privilege "to cover confidences 'shared

with a medical' practitioner" ha.v~:'r~n into great controv'ersy. Wh~n the US" p'ed~r~:-'Ru1es

of EViden~e-w~re'~dopted in i97~, the pr'oblein proved'jus\-"too gfeat,'so th'at this' arsa of

the .law-was lett out of th'e"Fecisral Code~ to "be dealt wit-h'bY'differing-State"la~s.~

Law leform in Australia should be based on' a tho"rough unde'rstan"ding" ot' t.he

. defects in current rules. It will not be enough' to approach this issue from the ~~rrow

standpoint 'the lawyers se'cure a privilege, therefore so should we'. The implications of t~e

Bbsenrle' of a legally enforceable- privilege should not be exaggeraled. Such a privileg€{-ctoes

not exist in many Australian jurisdictions yet' patients still trust theIr doctors vAt'~ the

intimate confidences. Courts usually seek to protect confidential information, if thi~ can

possibly be do'ne~ Even where the privilege exists, 'it ma~/ be over-ridden by the 'relevance

of the facts' to crimln81- or fraudulent conduct. N~vertheless, an important debfl"ie remains

and it should be r~solved 'by :evaluat.ing the' ~ommuriity's intereSt in effective 'medical

treatment when this conflicts with the interest 1n having courts resolve disp'utes on the

basis of the best-available"reIevant materHil.

To assist this process" of evaluation, the Law Reform Commission has sought the

following information to assist it in its inqUiry on evidence law reform:

Cases where doctors have been forced unWillingly to disclose medica.l confidences

with serious consequences for the ~ealth care relationship with the patient -or for

the treatm ent of the patient.
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Any other observations on r,eform of .the law of evidence with perspectives from the

witness box, would assist the Commission to put forward proposals for reform that do not

suffer from lawyerly myopia. It will be vital that as we move to reform the laws

governing the procedure of our courts, we take into account the views of witnesses,

. litigants and the consuming public generally. On the specific subject of medical privilege,

sound law reform, like §.Qifnd medical progress, will be based on empirical data.

•

----~ .._-~---
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Cases where doctors suspect that, and cases where in fact, patients have not

disclosed information important for health care, for fear of prosecution,

coml?ulsory reporting or sUbsequ.ent sUbpoena of the doctor and his records by a

court or tribunal.

Cases where doctors have deliberately' not recorded relevant dats for fear that

medical records may subsequently be sUbpoenaed by a court or tribunal and

disclosure of the. relevant 'confidence would do disproportionate damage to the

patient or his treatment.

Cases in ethnic or- other isolated or -close-knit patient groups where disclosure,

either under compulsory reporting provisions or pursuant to sUbpoena, has led not

merely to embarrassment .. b~t to· positive har.m in the -treatment of the patient or

positive da,m~ge to the practice of. the doctor.

M.D. KIRBY'

The Han. Mr. Justice I{irby is Chairman of the Australian Law Reform

Commission. Address for reprints : The Secretary, The Law Reform

Commission, GPO Box 3708, Sydney, NSW, 2001, Australia.
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FOOTNOTES,

I. Evidence Act 1958 (Vic), s.28; Evidence Act 1910 (Tas), s.96; Evidence Act 1980

(NT); 5.12.' See generally Australian Law Reform Commission, Reform of

Evidence Law '(Discussion Paper No. 16, 1980,,'5·).

2. See e.g. Crowley v. Murphy, (1981) 34 Australian,Law Reports 496.

3. R.H. W'oellner, 'The -Law and Medical Confidentiality',. The James McGrath

Foundation, Institute -of Law and Medicin~, -December. 1980, mimeo.

4. E.M. Morgan,'Basic Problems of State and Federal Evidence', 5~h ~d, (J.B.

Weinstein, editor), 115.
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